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M2
Shower / Commode Chairs 

Seats for M2 standard chairs

Closed Seat Open Seat Cover / Lid

› When ordering M2 standard chairs, there are two options – Open and Closed Seats

› All chairs can be delivered with a lid that covers the full seat.
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› Frame made of Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Seat made of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› 2 dierent seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors.

› Easy to manoeuvre.

› Max weight: 150kg.

› Height adjustable in 7 positions (44.5–56.5cm).

› As standard armrests are without PU foam.

M2 standard with
Pushing Handles

M2 with Pushing Frame
ORDER CODE: 0151-0501

› Same as M2 with pushing handles, but the chair gets 
closer to the wall.

› Frame made of Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Seat made of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Solid in all positions.

› Armrests to dismount without tools and as standard with 
PU foam.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› 2 dierent seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors.

› Comes as standard or Self-propelled.

› Max weight: 150kg standard and 130kg Self-propelled.
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M2 SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS 

› Adjustable backrest with 2 buckles.

› Frame made of Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Seat made of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Solid in all positions.

› Armrests to dismount without tools – as standard with 
PU foam.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› 2 dierent seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors.

› Comes as standard or Self-propelled. 

› Max weight: 150kg and 130kg.

› Gets closer to the wall.

› Height adjustable.

M2 with Pushing Frame 
and netweave back

ORDER CODE: 0151-0502

› Adjustable high netweave backrest with 3 buckles.

› Frame made of Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Seat made of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Solid in all positions.

› Armrests to dismount without tools. With PU foam.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› 2 dierent seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors.

› Comes as standard or Self-propelled 

› Max weight: 150kg and 130kg.

› Height adjustable.

M2 with Pushing Handles 
and high netweave back
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M2 XXL
Shower / Commode Chairs 
for the larger users

› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Available with Open seat made of PU foam 
with built in holder for bucket.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 56cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors.

› Easy to manoeuvre.

› Max weight: 200kg.

› Height adjustable.

› 1 wheel is a directional controlling wheel 
for easier driving.

› Reinforced armrests.

› Lid is an accessory.

M2 200kg
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M2 XXL SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS

› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Available with Open seat made of PU foam 
with built in holder for bucket.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 60cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› Maintenance-free 150mm castors.

› Easy to manoeuvre.

› Max weight: 300kg.

› Not height adjustable.

› 1 wheel is a directional controlling wheel 
for easier driving.

› Reinforced armrests.

› Lid is an accessory.

M2 300kg

ORDER CODE: 0151-0503

› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Available with Open seat made of PU foam 
with built in holder for bucket.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 56cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors and 24” wheels.

› Easy to manoeuvre.

› Max. user weight: 200kg.

› Height adjustable in 3 positions ( 47, 49, 56cm).

› Reinforced armrests.

M2 200kg self-propelled
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› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Available with Open seat made of PU foam 
with built in holder for bucket.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 72cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› Maintenance-free 150mm castors.

› Easy to manoeuvre.

› Max weight: 300kg.

› Not height adjustable.

› 1 wheel is a directional controlling wheel for 
easier driving.

› Reinforced armrests.

› Lid is an accessory.

M2 300kg Wide

› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Adjustable backrest net weave.

› Available with Open seat made of PU foam 
with built in holder for bucket.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 91cm.

› Simple construction - easy to clean.

› Maintenance-free 125mm double castors.

› Easy to manoeuvre.

› Max weight: 400kg.

› Not height adjustable.

› 1 wheel is a directional controlling wheel 
for easier driving.

› Reinforced armrests.

› Reinforced footrests (available as an accessory).

M2 400kg
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M2 XXL SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS

› Frame of stainless steel.

› Adjustable netweave backrest.

› 72cm between the armrests.

› Electrical tilt with hand control – Secure and easy 
tilt for all users.

› 30° backwards and 7° forward.

› Reinforced armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Maintenance-free 150mm castors.

› Max weight: 300kg.

› Not height adjustable.

M2 300kg Wide El-Tip

› Stainless steel.

› Electrical tilt – Secure and easy tilt for all users 
and helpers.

› 30° backwards and 7° forward.

› Reinforced armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 56cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable backrest.

› Maintenance-free 150mm castors.

› Max weight: 200kg.

› Not height adjustable.

M2 200kg Wide El-Tip
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ORDER CODE: 0151-0506

› Frame of stainless steel.

› Adjustable netweave backrest.

› 89cm between the armrests.

› Electrical tilt with hand control – Secure and easy 
tilt for all users.

› 30° backwards and 5° forward.

› Reinforced armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Maintenance-free 125mm double castors.

› Max weight: 400kg.

› Not height adjustable.

M2 400kg Wide El-Tip
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› Stainless steel.

› Tilt with gas spring – easy tilt and lock.

› 37° backwards and 7° forward.

› Bracket to avoid negative possible as accessory.

› Armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable backrest.

› 2 dierent soft seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors.

› Max weight: 150kg.

› Height adjustable in 4 positions (55.5-61.5cm).

M2 Gas-Tip

M2 Tip
Chairs
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› Stainless steel.

› Tilt with gas spring – easy tilt and lock.

› 37° backwards and 7° forward.

› Bracket to avoid negative possible as accessory.

› Armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Height adjustable netweave backrest.

› 2 dierent soft seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors.

› Max weight: 150kg.

› Height adjustable in 4 positions (55.5-61.5cm).

M2 Gas-Tip with 
high netweave back

› Stainless steel.

› Electrical tilt – Secure and easy tilt for all users 
and helpers.

› 37° backwards and 7° forward.

› Armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable backrest.

› 2 dierent soft seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors.

› Max weight: 150kg.

› Height adjustable in 4 positions (55.5-61.5cm).

M2 El-Tip 
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M2 TIP CHAIRS

› Stainless steel.

› Electrical tilt – Secure and easy tilt for all users 
and helpers.

› 37° backwards and 7° forward.

› Armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Height adjustable netweave backrest.

› 2 dierent soft seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors.

› Max weight: 150kg.

› Height adjustable in 4 positions (55.5-61.5cm).

M2 El-Tip with 
high netweave back

› Can be adjusted electronically in both seat angle 
and backrest angle. From 85° to 130°.

› The seat can be angled 7° forward and 37° backwards.

› Both angles can be locked with the locking box.

› Possible to find the correct position for almost any user.

› Perfect for hip patients, patients in pain, users with 
spasticity, brain damage and neurological problems. 
Or simply for users who are di�cult to place in a normal 
shower/commode chair.

› Available with Closed or Open seat.

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors.

› Max weight: 125kg.

› Height adjustable in 4 positions (55.5-61.5cm).

M2 Flexi-Tip
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M2 
Shower Commode Chairs 
with Joystick

› Electrical chair which is steered with joystick.

› Joystick can be used by helper or user.

› Gives bariatric patients possibility to manage them 
selves in bath.

› Frame made of Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Backrest of PU foam.

› Available with Open seat made of PU foam 
with built in holder for bucket.

› Armrests to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 56cm.

› Max weight: 200kg.

› Not height adjustable.

› Front: 125mm castors. Back: 200mm motor wheels.

› Reinforced armrests.

M2 200kg Joystick
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› Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Electrical tilt – Secure and easy tilt for all users 
and helpers.

› 37° backwards and 7° forward.

› Reinforced armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 55cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable backrest.

› Maintenance-free 150 castors and 200mm wheels.

› Joystick can be used by helper or user.

› Max weight: 200kg.

M2 El-Tip 200kg wide 
with joystick

ORDER CODE: 0151-0504

› Stainless steel. Powder coated.

› Electrical tilt – Secure and easy tilt for all users 
and helpers.

› 37° backwards and 7° forward.

› Armrests with lock to dismount without tools.

› Space between armrests: 46cm.

› Built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable backrest.

› 2 dierent soft seats, interchangeable without tools.

› Maintenance-free 125 castors and 200mm wheels.

› Joystick can be used by helper or user.

› Max weight: 140kg.

M2 El-tip 
with joystick
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Accessories 
for Shower / Commode Chairs

› Hemiplegia armrests.

› Can be ordered as left-side, right-side or set.

› Useful for patients that have no strength in their arms.

› Compatible with Multi-Tip, M2 standard, M2 Tip-chairs 
and M2 Mini.

› Not compatible with Nielsen Line and Flexi-Tip.

Hemi Armrests

› Stainless steel.

› Armrests can be ordered with PU foam to M2 standard 
chairs for more comfort to the user. Standard on all 
other chairs.

› Quick release locks so that the armrest automatically 
locks when in lowered position. Standard on “tip chairs”.

Armrests with
PU foam
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ACCESSORIES FOR SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS

Armrest with increased 
and reduced width

Armrest with increased 
and reduced height

Armrest with increased width:

› If you want an increased width between the armrests 
it can be achieved by acquiring a set of armrests with 
increased width.

› A set of armrests makes the width 6cm bigger.

Armrest with reduced width:

› If you need the armrests to be closer to the body you 
can purchase a set of armrests with reduced width, 
that makes the width 5cm smaller.

Armrest with increased height:

› If you want an increased height in relation to the seat, 
it can be achieved by acquiring a set of armrests with 
increased height.

› A set of armrests makes it 5.5cm higher.

Armrest with reduced height:

› If you need the armrests to be closer to the seat you 
can purchase a set of armrests with reduced height, 
that makes it 5.5cm lower.
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› Stainless steel.

› PU foam for comfort and easy cleaning

› Compatible with all chairs with head support - except Multi-Tips

Head Supports

Height, depth & width adjustable, 
short bar

Height & depth adjustable, 
short bar & super soft

Height and width adjustable Height adjustable, super softHeight & depth adjustable, 
super soft

ORDER CODE:
0151-0568 

Super Soft Adj 
Headrest - 

M2 Commode

Height, depth and width adjustable

ORDER CODE:
0151-0567 

Adj Headrest - 
M2 Commode

ORDER CODE: 0151-0550 Pan with lid - M2 Commode

› Fits all chairs and all seats (except M2 mini chairs).

› The handle has the right ergonomic angle.

› It is short to fit in most autoclaves.

› It can tolerate up to 135° celcius.

› Comes always with the lid.

Buckets
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› Directional caster locks the driving direction for easier 
steering over longer distances.

› Compatible with all chairs.

› Available in 100mm for standard chairs and 125mm 
which is standard on Tip-chairs. (except Mini). 
And 150mm for larger chairs.

Direction Fixed Wheel

ORDER CODE: 0151-0551 Height Adj Footrests 
- M2 Commode

› Stainless steel.

› Footrest plates are designed for bare feet and 
gives good support.

› Height adjustable.

› Also available are footrests extended with 10cm, 
for tall people.

Footrests

ORDER CODE: 0151-0552 Height & Angle adj Footrests 
- M2 Commode     

› Also called the Nielsen Line footrests.

› Stainless steel.

› Height & angle adjustable.

› Its possible to extend the Nielsen Line footrests with 
10cm for tall people.

› Fits all chairs.

› Included as standard on Nielsen Line Shower/
Commode chairs.

Adjustable Footrests

ACCESSORIES FOR SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS
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› Height adjustable footrests.

› Heel straps prevents the feet from sliding backwards.

› Footrests can still be pushed aside.

› Fits all chairs.

ORDER CODE: 0151-0554 Calf Strap - M2 Commode 

› With velcro for easy adjustment.

› Washable at 80°.

› Keeps the legs in right position.

› The footrests can easily be taken o.

Available in three lengths:

› Item number 310226 – Standard chairs

› Item number 310233 – M2 200kg chairs

› Item number 310269 – M2 300/400kg chairs

ORDER CODE: 0151-0560 Standard Full Foot Plate 
- M2 Commode   

› Full coverage footplates – used to avoid the user’s 
feet falling in between the normal footrests. 

› Easy to mount – no tools needed.

Item numbers:

› 310760: Full foot plate, Standard

› 310761: Full foot plate neoprene cover, Standard 
(used with 310760)

› 310762: Full foot plate, Wide

› 310763: Full foot plate neoprene cover, Wide 
(used with 310762)

Footrests with 
heel straps

Calf Support

Full coverage footplates

› 310764: Full foot plate M2 300kg. El-Tip

› 310765: Full foot plate neoprene cover M2 300kg. 
El-Tip (used with 310764)

› 310766: Full foot plate M2 400kg. El-Tip

› 310767: Full foot plate neoprene cover M2 400kg. 
El-Tip (used with 310766)
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› To be used for patients with no or limited 
flexion of the knee.

› Comes as standard with one calf rest, 
but without footplate.

› Angle adjustable for optimal position.

› Possibility of 2 calf rests and footplate.

› Fits all chairs.

Leg rest with elevation

› Easy to adjust

› Comfortable for the user.

› Stainless steel

› Fits all chairs

› Can be ordered as single, left or right.

Amputation Support

ORDER CODE:
0151-0557 M2 

Commode Left Leg 
Rest with elevation. 
with one calf rest

ORDER CODE:
0151-0556 M2 

Commode Right Leg 
Rest with elevation. 
with one calf rest

Seat with small hole (insert).

› Prevents thin people from falling into the hole.

› Also provides softer seating.

Supersoft grey foam cushions

› Available with or without hole. For even more 
soft seating.

› To be fastened with 4 strings to the frame.

› Fits all chairs except Nielsen Line and Mini.

Extra seats

ORDER CODE:
0151-0565 M2 

Commode Grey 
Supersoft Foam 
Seat WITH Hole

ACCESSORIES FOR SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS
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› A regular toilet seat for M2 chairs.

› Easy to install.

› Fits M2 standard, M2 Tip-chairs and M2 Multi-tip standard.

› Cannot be used with XXL chairs, the M2 Mini chairs 
and Flexi-Tip.

ORDER CODE: 0151-0575

› Helps to lead the urine down into the toilet.

› It is mounted on the chair and helps spreading the legs 
to facilitate the possibility of lower hygiene

› Only fits M2 chairs with intimate seat

ORDER CODE: 0151-0574

› Helps to lead the urine down into the toilet.

› It is held between the legs with one hand as 
shown on the picture.

Toiletseat for M2

Splash guard for M2

Urine Funnel

ORDER CODE: 0151-0566 M2 Commode Pressure Relief Seat

› Designed to reduce pressure / shear and thereby 
preventing pressure ulcers.

› Treating pressure ulcers up to grade 3 types.

› Fits on Nielsen Line and M2 shower/commode chairs 
(except the M2 Mini models) and only the Open seat.

› The seat doesn’t cover the entire seating surface on the 
XXL chairs.

Pressure-relief Seat
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ORDER CODE: 0151-0569

› Gives extra support to the entire body

› Fits on almost all chairs. (on some chairs a holder 
is necessary.

› Holders are standard on all M2 Tip-chairs.

› Multi-Tips and Nielsen Line Tip chairs has its own 
Side supports

Side Supports

› Gives extra support and comfort.

› Available in two sizes – Standard and Mini.

Torso-support

› Easy to place on armrests

› Gives safety for people who easily fall forward.

› When more space is needed, use the cross guard.

› Is placed in the side support holders which are standard 
on M2 Tip-chairs

› Three dierent sizes (length).

› Do not fit on the 300kg wide El-Tip chair.

Cross Bar /Cross Guard

ORDER CODE: 0151-0573

› Easy to mount on all chairs

› Available with velcro or with buckle

Hipbelt

ACCESSORIES FOR SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS
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› The first soft backrest fits on all M2 Tip-chairs and M2 
with pushing frame and netweave back.

› The second soft backrest fits on M2 Multi-Tip.

› The soft backrest is made of a stretchable leather.

› The strechable material allows it to mold to the 
user’s back.

So� Backrest

Soft backrest
for M2

Soft backrest for 
M2 Multi-Tip

Front

Back
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› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated

› Adjustable driving handles for better steering

› Height adjustable armrests so the chair will grow with 
the child.

› Armrests to dismount without tools

› Space between armrests: 34cm

› XL seat of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable netweave backrest

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors

› Height adjustable in 5 positions (40.5-48.5cm)

› Max weight: 80kg.

M2 Mini Standard

M2 Mini 
Shower / Commode Chairs
Designed for children and small adults
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› Makes user more independent

› Adjustable driving handles for better steering

› Height adjustable armrests so the chair will grow 
with the child.

› Armrests to dismount without tools

› Space between armrests: 34cm

› XL seat of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable netweave backrest

› 20” self-propelled wheels with 1mm castors

› Height adjustable in 3 positions (42, 44, 51cm)

› Max weight: 80kg.

› Electrical tilt –Secure and easy tilt for all users and helpers.

› Can be tipped 37° backwards and 7° forward

› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated

› Adjustable driving handles for better steering

› Height adjustable armrests so the chair will grow 
with the child

› Armrests with lock (to dismount without tools)

› Space between armrests: 34cm

› XL seat of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable netweave backrest

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors

› Height adjustable in 5 positions (46-54cm)

› Max weight: 80kg.

M2 Mini 20”

M2 Mini El-Tip
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M2 MINI SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS

› Tilt with gas spring

› Can be tipped 37° backwards and 7° forward

› Frame made of stainless steel. Powder coated

› Height adjustable armrests so the chair will grow 
with the child

› Armrests with lock (to dismount without tools)

› Space between armrests: 34cm

› XL seat of PU foam with built in holder for bucket.

› Adjustable netweave backrest

› Maintenance-free 100mm castors

› Height adjustable in 5 positions (46-54cm)

› Max weight: 80kg.

› Electrical height adjustable with El-Tip function in 
stainless steel. The height and tip functions are 
independent from each other.

› Can be tipped 5° forward and 30° backwards.

› Height adjustable from 48-92cm.

› Easy access and hereby better working position for 
the helper, and more dignity for the user.

› Low negative tilt, giving the user best possibility for 
entering or exiting the chair.

› Small and slim – able to manoeuvre in small rooms. 
Only 5cm deeper than a normal chair. Still same 
stability (tested).

› All HMN electrical components are produced in 
Denmark. Tested - IP 66 (showering)

› Adjustable netweave backrest

› Maintenance-free 125mm castors

› Max weight: 80kg.

M2 Mini Gas-Tip

M2 Multi-Tip - MINI
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Accessories 
for M2 Mini Shower / 
Commode Chairs

Footrest in stainless steel, height adjustable.

› Footrest plates are designed for bare feet and gives 
good support.

Lid for M2 Mini Open seat.

Calf support with velcro for easy adjustment.

› Washable at 80°.

› Keeps the legs in right position.

Bucket, special designed for M2-Mini.

Accessories 1
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ACCESSORIES FOR M2 MINI SHOWER / COMMODE CHAIRS

Hip strap, easy to mount on all chairs.

› Adjustable with velcro.

› For safety to the user.

Side support, Fits on all M2-Mini.

› Height, width, and depth adjustable 
to handle all needs for support.

› Stainless steel.

Accessories 2
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Auckland
Wellington
Christchurch

Freecall 0800 336 339
sales@activehealthcare.co.nz
activehealthcare.co.nz




